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Abstract
We propose a new approach to assess the impact of traffic-related air pollution on public health by mapping
personal trajectories using mobile phone tracking technology in an urban environment. Although this approach is
not based on any empirical studies, we believe that this method has great potential and deserves serious attention.
Mobile phone tracking technology makes it feasible to generate millions of personal trajectories and thereby cover
a large fraction of an urban population. Through analysis, personal trajectories are not only associated to persons,
but it can also be associated with vehicles, vehicle type, vehicle speed, vehicle emission rates, and sources of vehicle
emissions. Pollution levels can be estimated by dispersion models from calculated traffic emissions. Traffic pollution
exposure to individuals can be estimated based on the exposure along the individual human trajectories in the
estimated pollution concentration fields by utilizing modelling tools. By data integration, one may identify trajectory
patterns of particularly exposed human groups. The approach of personal trajectories may open a new paradigm in
understanding urban dynamics and new perspectives in population-wide empirical public health research. This new
approach can be further applied to individual commuter route planning, land use planning, urban traffic network
planning, and used by authorities to formulate air pollution mitigation policies and regulations.
Keywords: Citizen participation, Health impact assessment, Individual exposure, Mobile phone tracking, Public
health, Social network, Traffic-related air pollution

Background
According to the United Nations (UN), more than 50%
of the world’s population lives in urban areas and this
number will increase to 70% by 2050 [1]. Road traffic is
the main source of pollution in well-developed urban regions worldwide. Traffic-related air pollution may have
diverse impacts on health including exacerbation of
asthma, onset of childhood and adult asthma, nonasthma respiratory symptoms, impaired lung function,
total and cardiovascular mortality, and cardiovascular
morbidity, hospitalizations, various cancers, birth outcomes, diabetes and life expectancy [2], etc. Based on a
synthesis of the best available evidence, the HEI (Health
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Effects Institute) identified that an exposure zone within
a range of up to 300 to 500 metres from a major road
as the area most highly affected by traffic emissions [2].
According to the United States Environmental Protection Agency (U.S. EPA) [3], more than one-third of
Nitrogen Oxides (NOx) and one-quarter of Particulate
Matter (PM) emissions in the U.S. are from roadways,
and about 45 million Americans live within 100 metres
of a road. A study by researchers at the University
of Southern California (USC) and the California Air
Resources Board found that up to half of Los Angeles’
residents total exposure to ultrafine air pollutants occurs
while people are travelling in their vehicles [4]. It has
frequently been recognised that car drivers are highly exposed to airborne pollution [5,6], and are at an increased
risk of developing several types of cancer [7]. A report
by the World Health Organization (WHO) showed that
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long-term air pollution from traffic in Austria, France
and Switzerland triggered 300,000 additional cases of
bronchitis in children, 15,000 hospital admissions for
heart disease and a further 162,000 asthma attacks in
children [8].
Different methods have been used to estimate exposure of participants to urban traffic-related air pollution
in previous studies. Exposure of participants is often estimated by the concentration either measured at the
monitoring site nearest to the participants’ residential
address [9,10], or generated by applying dispersion
model [11,12] or Land Use Regression (LUR) techniques
to the participants’ residential address [13,14], and by
accounting for indicators of traffic and other factors
such as geospatial location, meteorology and nearby
urbanization. Dispersion models can provide information that satisfies both the spatial coverage and temporal
variation, but good performance from dispersion modelling requires good input data. In the approach of LUR
models it is relatively simple to interpolate a limited
number of measurements to a larger population [15].
However, both approaches do not account for personal
activities such as time spent in traffic and activity level
which will influence exposure considerably [16].
Methods accounting for personal movement include
the Personal Environmental Impact Report (PEIR) [17].
A platform that uses location data sampled from everyday mobile phones to calculate personalized estimates of
environmental impact and exposure was presented in
2009 [18]. The authors also proposed using mobile
phones with a built-in GPS (Global Positioning System)
receiver and an accelerometer for identifying individual
transportation modes including whether an individual is
stationary, walking, running, biking, or in motorized transport [19,20]. This was further explored in the EU-FP7
project ENVIROFI, where the Personal Environmental
Information System (mobile phone based application) provided accurate air quality data for the user’s current location based on the GPS coordinates supplied by the user’s
phone [21]. The CitiSense project [22] had a mobile air
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quality system that enabled users to track their personal
air quality exposure [23,24]. The above studies did not target population level exposure. Studies using mobile air
pollution sensors are only active on a relatively small number of vehicles for which the estimated pollution levels will
be derived. Through this brief review of the health effects
of traffic, we identified: (i) exposure to traffic-related emissions may cause major adverse health effects on the population at or near air polluted roadways; (ii) existing
exposure models do not accurately characterize the exposure fields; and (iii) these disadvantages in exposure estimation can attenuate health effect estimates. To address
these issues, studies are needed to characterize the personal exposure to traffic-related air pollution, and to better
understand the linkages between traffic-related air pollution and public health effects.
In this study, we propose a conceptual framework to
improve exposure assessment by using existing, low cost
mobile phone data to obtain individual trajectories to
further estimate the concentration of the traffic emission
in the roadway network and its contribution to exposure
for the urban population. We analyse each element
along the work process (Figure 1) from human mobility,
through traffic-related air pollution modelling, to exposure
and its implications for public health impact assessment.
Our proposed methodology is based upon recent advances
in social and information networks using Statistical Physics
[25] and the techniques of Traffic Engineering in mobile
phone networks [26]. The advantage of the proposed study
is that we target the entire network of mobile phone users
to calculate pollution levels, exposure and health effects.
We believe that this has the potential to open up new perspectives in public health research.
The science of individual human trajectories is a new
research field based on the recent availability of empirical data on human mobility. Developments in this field
have been influenced by results in the multidisciplinary
field of network physics [27,28]. Databases and technologies
that capture human mobility by mobile phone traces are
now available and many interesting features have been

Figure 1 An overview of work process for modelling traffic-related air pollution contribution to individual exposure by mobile phone
tracking. It is composed of six parts: ① Pollution monitoring using stationary sites; ② Trajectory mapping by mobile phone; ③ Automatic
vehicle type identification or estimation; ④ Vehicle trajectories and vehicle emissions; ⑤ Pollution field modelling; and ⑥ Pollution exposure
along trajectories.
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discovered including the characteristics of individual
human trajectories [29], the interaction between individual mobility and social networks [30], and mesoscopic structure (i.e., the detailed substructures and
spatiotemporal flows of mobility) and social aspects of
human mobility [31].
Modern network physics is starting to influence public
health research. For instance, Health InfoScape, part of
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) SENSEable Cities and the General Electric Company (GE), aim
to create new ways of understanding human health in the
U.S. [32]. By analysing data from over 7.2 million anonymous electronic medical records taken from across the U.S.,
they seek to uncover statistical relationships between
space, geography and health.
There is a recent development in Location-Based Services (LBS) [33] through mobile phone technology. Basic
mobile phone based positioning systems include: location of nearest base station; trilateration of two or more
neighbouring base stations by signal strength or Time
Of Arrival (TOA); multilateration (hyperbolic lateration)
by Time Difference Of Arrival (TDOA); and network
based triangulation by Angle Of Arrival (AOA) using
multiple antennas at a base station. More methods are
available with third generation mobile systems [34].
Thiragarajan et al. [35-37] used a Hidden Markov Model
(HMM) to map noisy phone location data to road segments using mobile phone data from both the GPS and
the Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM)
systems. The road segments are the hidden states of the
system and the noisy data is the input to the algorithm.
The mobile phone data are run through the algorithm
twice, first to find the mobile phone area sequence and
then to find the road segment sequence [38]. Processed
position data provided by mobile phones are as accurate
as GPS reading intervals of 2 minutes and have much
lower energy consumption [39]. According to studies on
probabilistic models for mobile phone trajectory estimation from Thiagarajan [39], the misplaced road segment
error is approximately only 45 metres. While, on average, mobile phone tracking can retrieve over 75% of a
user’s drive accurately, even from highly inaccurate (175
metres raw position error) GSM data.
There are several companies providing individual trajectory mobile phone based traffic monitoring services
including: Cellint [40], Intelligent Mechatronic Systems
Inc (IMS) [41], ITIS [42], and Urban Informatics (UI)
[43], etc. The car navigation company TomTom [44],
has one million GPS users and uses about 80 million
other data sources such as GSM to monitor real time
traffic and give advice on the best route, taking into account traffic congestion. Google Maps [45] gets live traffic information displaying road way traffic conditions for
main roads in many countries updated every five to ten
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minutes. Close to real-time traffic maps are provided by
all larger search companies including Yahoo, Bing, Baidu
and Yandex. For example Yandex also provide real time
video cameras of selected junctions in Moscow, and traffic map forecast at 15 minutes intervals up to one hour.
The Mobile Millennium project at the University of
California (UC), Berkeley, in collaboration with Nokia
Research Centre, and NAVTEQ Company uses GPS in
cellular phones to gather traffic information, process it,
and distribute it back to the phones in real time [46].
Microscopic traffic simulation [47] is a field closely related to trajectory mapping. In this context ‘microscopic’
means modelling and simulation of the movement of individual vehicles. The vehicles are typically modelled
taking into account the distance to the vehicles in front;
this allows realistic simulation of congestion waves that
move upstream with a group velocity of about 15 km/h.
Several simulation models combining microscopic traffic
modelling with simulation of air pollution concentrations in street canyons [48-51] make it feasible to calculate traffic-related air pollution by mapped personal
trajectories.
This paper combines the above presented unrelated
technologies to form a new approach in urban trafficrelated air pollution and public health impact research.
We develop a concept for air pollution research based
on trajectory mapping by using an empirical model that
articulate the overall work process, system architecture,
traffic-related air pollution and exposure modelling. We
also discuss the main challenges that might be faced by
applying such an approach to study the traffic-related air
pollution to individual exposure and its public health
impact assessment.

Methods
Work processes and system architecture

The work process is composed of six parts. Figure 1 illustrates the key elements of the work process. Following the
work process in Figure 1, one can both construct the pollution field and estimate the pollution exposure by fixed
site data from relatively high density of monitoring stations (steps 1, 5 and 6), or alternatively by mobile phone
tracking (steps 2–6), or through combining both mobile
phone tracking and fixed site monitoring stations (steps
1–6). The work process is described in detail below.
Pollution monitoring using stationary sites

In the suggested approach, the air pollution data can be
directly gathered from a static network of pollution monitoring sites across the city and air pollution maps are generated by interpolating between them. People can then
check their exposure levels by mapping their individual
trajectory into the pollution map. However, there are some
limitations of using static monitoring networks, i.e., mainly
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the total number of air quality monitoring sites within a
city is often limited by practical constraints, and possibly
other limitations (e.g., reporting hourly averages, possibly
not at real time in some regions, etc.). As a possible complementing source of information, high spatial resolution
satellite observations can be used. While satellite measurements have many advantages and are developing rapidly,
they do have some major limitations, particularly when
considering intra-urban resolution. Although most operational satellite products relevant for air quality applications currently do not yet possess the spatial resolution
necessary to directly resolve fine spatial detail at the urban
scale, their output can nonetheless be very valuable for improving the output of local and regional chemical transport models through data assimilation schemes, and as
such indirectly improve urban-scale air quality estimates.
Furthermore, research is currently ongoing on producing
higher-resolution (300 m) satellite-based PM measurements at the urban scale [52]. Finally, significant progress
with regards to spatial resolution achievable from spacebased platforms will further be made in the near future
with new instruments such as TROPOMI (The TROPOspheric Monitoring Instrument) on the Sentinel-5 precursor platform, which will open up entirely new applications
for space-based air quality monitoring, in particular over
megacities and other large urban agglomerations.
Trajectory mapping by mobile phone

Trajectory mapping uses individual human trajectories
generated by advanced mobile phone GSM (GPS-free)
tracking systems. The tracking system should be capable
of accurately locating mobile phones on road segments
in a roadway network by using traffic engineering tracking systems. From frequent location updates, it is possible to track the approximate real-time speed of the
mobile phones. This technology is partly qualified, but
to date has not been implemented for large populations.
Computational capacity may also be a limitation as one
PC calculates a one hour individual trajectory in about
two minutes [39]. There are ways to use one individual
trajectory for calculating other trajectories on the same
road segment at approximately the same time to make
the computation of a large number of trajectories feasible. Commercial algorithms are likely to be faster on
commuter freeway systems where the vehicles, on average, are travelling on a small set of roadways and stay on
the same roadway for quite a long time.
Automatic vehicle type identification or estimation

A mobile phone signal does not identify a vehicle. The
vehicle type can be estimated by drawing randomly or
conditioned to trajectories such as bus stop patterns
to identify that it is a bus from a national vehicle type
distribution. Modern Automatic Vehicle Identification
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(AVI) systems cover or will soon cover most vehicles in
a country such as Autopass [53] in Norway, SINIAV in
Brazil [54], and EVR in Mexico [55]. These systems are
based on Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) [56] and
give the exact date and time for passing a certain check
point. Cross correlation of AVI and mobile phone data
results in one-to-one assignment of a mobile phone to
an identified vehicle. The vehicle type, age, etc., will
determine its emission class which is a key to building
up a picture of emissions.
Vehicle trajectories and vehicle emissions

Individual human trajectories can be further used to generate vehicle trajectories on road segments in a roadway
network by using traffic engineering tracking systems.
Emissions from each individual vehicle can be calculated
along the vehicle trajectories.
Pollution field modelling

Traffic pollution is not just a product of vehicle exhaust,
but also tyre wear, brakes wear, oil leaks, as well as erosion of the road surface itself and deposited sand and
salts at icy/snowy winter roads. Dispersion of traffic air
pollution in urban areas can be modelled numerically by
taking into account the recirculation effect of street canyons, meteorological conditions, pollution type, traffic
counts and types, and other parameters. In this case,
various dispersion models (e.g., CALINE3/4 [57] and
CAL3QHC/R [58]), CFD (Computational Fluid Dynamics) models [58,59], geo-statistical interpolation models
and hybrid models that are specially developed for or
simply used in street canyon applications can be applied.
To realize this, an increase in computational power is
needed, especially if the model is run over long time periods of weeks and even months; and/or to model air
pollution level on a street canyon for an entire city could
also be computational intensive. Moreover, there is a
need for high resolution input data for the models about
the meteorology in the city, including temperature and
wind speed and directions.
Pollution exposure along trajectories

Exposure data can be acquired by evaluating the pollution field along the trajectories in space and time. In this
case, a micro-environment based exposure model can be
applied [60].
Mobile phone-based mobility tracking used to model
traffic pollution contributions to both individual chronic
and acute exposure can open new fields of research. This
approach can be further developed to estimate the accumulated dose of air pollutants in the human body, and to
assess the health impact by coupling individual trajectories
to individual physiological information (e.g., age, gender,
inhalation rate, body length and weight, health records,
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etc.) [61,62]. Field studies with personal exposure monitors
have found that traditional exposures estimated from average pollution levels in a city based upon residence postal
codes are inadequate for pollutants which are spatially variable [16] and tend to underestimate variability in exposure,
in particular when a person’s location is highly correlated to
narrow peaks in the pollution field. The trajectory based
system proposed in this paper will pick up such correlations. Therefore, the individual trajectory approach would
be expected to more accurately identify the individuals with
the greatest health risk. The most highly exposed groups
may share common trajectory patterns, for example those
with commuter/work patterns that have the highest health
risk (e.g., professional drivers, traffic police and construction workers, etc.). By coupling mobile phones to electronic
health records (EHR) and/or personal health records
(PHR), one may identify highly vulnerable/pollution-sensitive groups (for example those with respiratory diseases)
among the most risky trajectory patterns. Thus, this may
open up new perspectives in empirical public health
research.
Figure 2 illustrates the potential to characterize trafficrelated microenvironments, e.g., in-vehicle exposure in
congestion as opposed to non-congestion: (a) mapping a
mobile phone trajectory; (b) associating mobile phone
with vehicles, and linking vehicles to air pollution; and
(c) estimating exposure for people travelling through the
pollution fields [63]. It needs to be noted that the mobile
phone is used to identify the person and a personrelated vehicle.
Figure 3 illustrates the system architecture of a
complete system following the work process in Figure 1.
On the Information Communication Technology (ICT)
infrastructure part, the raw data are the mobile phone
base stations in communication with individual mobile
phones. These raw data are used to efficiently generate
individual mapped trajectories showing the positions of
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individual mobile phones through time. Mapping algorithms are used to locate the moving positions onto road
segments. The mapped trajectories are used as input to
algorithms to construct the pollution field and estimate
exposure for people moving in the pollution field.
At the population-scale one may investigate high risk
groups and check if they share common travel patterns.
Note that on the lower right graph in Figure 3 the term
‘population’ indicates the population density or frequency in a population histogram. This may be used to
identify the population fraction (i.e., area below the
curve) and the risk of the high risk group.
Existing traffic air pollution exposure models

The goal of this section is to review some modelling approaches that can be used in this proposed approach, to
calculate the traffic-related air pollution and its contribution to individual exposure. Each given model is kept
simple and current at a conceptual level, so that each
model can be replaced by more advanced models in specific studies.
Dispersion models

A simplifying concept of a roadway air pollution model
is to treat the emission from many vehicles as one line
source. The pollution is dispersed away from the line
source to the entire model domain (and not just near
roads) by the mechanisms of diffusion and convection
(move with the local velocity of the air). However, due to
the dispersive spreading the highest pollution levels are
found at the line source. For simpler, roadway-only
sources, the CALINE3/4 [58] and CAL3QHC/R [58]
series of dispersion models explicitly address trafficinduced emissions. AERMOD is also broadly used for
traffic-related complex source mixtures, e.g., terminals,
ports and roadways considered in combination, large
highway corridors and urban scale modelling [58].

Figure 2 The potential to characterize traffic-related microenvironments, e.g., in-vehicle exposure in congestion as opposed to
non-congestion. (a) Mapping a mobile phone trajectory; (b) Associate mobile phones with vehicles, and associate vehicles to air pollution
which enables construction of a continuous air pollution field in space and time; (c) Estimate exposure for those people who travelling through
the pollution field (the equation is from Reference No. 89).
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Figure 3 System architecture for obtaining mapped trajectories and public health impact. It consists of a two-way communication:
server side (mobile phone base stations – raw data – mapped trajectories) and person side (mobile phone – individual trajectory, emission,
exposure - health effect).

Geo-statistical interpolation models

Geo-statistical interpolation models can be implemented
to estimate the traffic-related air pollution based on
a statistical interpolation of a dense, well-distributed,
monitoring work [64]. These models allow the estimation of pollution concentrations over several time intervals, but this is limited only by the number of available
measurement periods [64].
Hybrid models

The hybrid models are those that combine personal or
regional monitoring with other air pollution exposure
methods [64]. Most studies were conducted in European
cities, and in San Diego [65], e.g., by using personal
exposure measurements in conjunction with fixed outdoor stations to estimate hourly exposure for each day,
to calculate a traffic-density index [66]; and by using
regional monitoring in conjunction with another modelling scheme to assume long-term exposure to NO2 and
Black Smoke (BS) [67], etc.
Essential factors to estimate traffic air pollution exposure
in the mobile phone tracking approach

No matter which of the above given models is applied, in
order to calculate real-time varying traffic-related air pollution, the methods for estimating the traffic emission,

emission rates, emission factors, traffic flows, and individual exposure to dynamic traffic air pollution need to be
addressed explicitly.
Estimation of traffic-related air pollution

The roadway air dispersion models are usually used to
estimate traffic-related air pollution. It generally relies
on Gaussian plume equation [68], including wind speed,
wind direction, traffic wakes and meteorological air
stability.
Many tools have been developed to estimate the vehicle
emission factors covering a broad range of pollutants
and allow multiple scale analysis, such as the U.S. EPA
MOVES (Motor Vehicle Emission Simulator) [69] for
HC, NOx, CO, gaseous SO2, ammonia, direct PM; the
UK Defra (Department of environment, food and rural
affairs) EFT (Emission factor toolkit) Version 5.2 for
NOx, PM10, PM2.5, CO2 and Hydrocarbons [70]; and
the HBEFA (The Handbook Emission Factors for Road
Transport) for atmospheric emission factors for regulated and important non-regulated pollutants from road
vehicles in Germany, Austria, Switzerland, Sweden,
Norway [71,72]; and the EMFAC (EMission FACtors)
for HC, CO, NOx, CO2, PM, fuel consumption, oxides
of sulphur (SOx), and lead (Pb) developed and used in
California [73], etc.
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Estimation of traffic flows

One challenge in roadway air dispersion modelling is the
transformation from a Lagrangian formulation [74] where
each vehicle is a particle with a given speed to an Eulerian
formulation [75] where each road segment has a vehicle
density with a local flow velocity. This particular challenge
has been investigated by the UC Berkeley Mobile Millennium project [72] and an Eulerian–Lagrangian cell transmission model for air traffic flow has been developed [76].
In traffic flow conditions, the two most important densities are the critical density (nc) and the traffic jam density
(njam). The maximum density achievable under free flow
is nc, while the minimum density achieved under jamming
congestion is njam. In general, traffic jam density is about
seven times the critical density. Traffic is, however, a complex phenomenon that is described by physics concepts
such as synchronization and self-organized criticality
(SOC). Kerner [77] divided traffic flow into three phases
from low to high density: 1) free flow, 2) synchronized
congested flow, and 3) wide moving jam (wide jam that
moves upstream).
The traffic density-interaction between the vehicle
wakes (i.e., isolated vehicles, interacting vehicle wakes,
strong interacting vehicle wakes) have been studied by
Gokhale and Khare [78], and their results showed that in
‘unstable’ conditions, the Vehicle Wake Factor (VWF)
varies between 1.63 and 0.3 (for wind direction, θ = 90°)
and 2.5 and 0.8 (for wind direction, θ = 180°). During ‘neutral’
and ‘stable’ conditions, it is in the range of 0.84 – 0.4, 1.91 –
0.85 (for wind direction θ = 270°) and 1.7 – 0.7, 3.1 – 0.3 for
wind direction θ = 360°, respectively.
Not all citizens carry a mobile phone and this makes the
mapped population an incomplete set of mapped persons/
vehicles. One may fill in these gaps using statistical distributions. For simplicity, we assume 100% mobile phone
coverage, that is, each individual has a mobile phone that
is tracked. Linking individual trajectories to vehicles can
be done as follows: (i) Identify bus drivers and passengers
by their characteristic trajectory pattern. They follow a
pre-defined route with a given stopping pattern. It is important to correctly estimate the number of persons travelling by bus in order to avoid over estimating the number
of vehicles. (ii) Identify private car commuters by their
regular trajectory patterns from the suburb to the city, and
vice versa. (iii) Identify other group travellers (e.g., subway
commuters, pedestrians, motorcycles, bicycles riders) by
having an identical trajectory. This is to avoid overestimating the number of vehicles with passengers. (iv) The rest
of the trajectories are individual drivers and their vehicles
may be stochastically drawn from the vehicle type (e.g.,
electric car, truck or lorry) including the vehicle age, probability density function.
The road network is discretized into piecewise linear
road segments. The pollution from each segment is
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modelled by the linear source equation. The pollutant
concentration for people on the road segment is given
by the characteristic mid-segment pollution. The vehicle
densities (number per length) are estimated by the procedure above. The average speed of traffic in the segment is calculated by the trajectory data (ΔX,ΔY,Δt) and
ΔZ from terrain/map data.
If the road is a freeway with many lanes one may consider splitting the two driving directions into two line
sources and sum the pollution from the two directions
taking into account the centre-to-centre distance between the lane directions. For near roadway exposure
one may select bands parallel to the roadway network
and take into account overlapping contributions from
the nearest neighbouring road(s). Traffic also contributes
to background pollution, and this may be calculated by
longer term smoothing of the total city pollution from
stationary sites’ data.
To model individual exposure to traffic air pollution

Human exposure refers to an individual’s contact with a
pollutant concentration. Given a close to real-time continuous pollution field, it is straightforward to calculate
the direct exposure to air pollution in the transport network. In this context, a microenvironment (e.g., the interior of a car/bus, inside a house, or urban, suburban,
and rural areas, etc.) based integrated exposure model
can be applied and expressed as [60]:

Xi ¼

J
X

Cj tij

j

Where Xi is the total exposure for person i over the
specified period of time, Cj is the pollutant concentration
in microenvironment j, tij is the residence time of the
person i in microenvironment j, and J is the total number of microenvironments. The total exposure is, therefore, the sum of exposures during a given time and has
thus the same dimension as exposure in general:
(mass) × (time) / (volume) or (concentration) × (time),
for example, with units μg d m–3.
In the case where M persons are exposed to the same
concentration for the same time, the exposure in this
case is M times that for one person and, for example,
with the units (concentration) × (time). The resulting
population exposure may then be used to relate the
number of hospital admissions to exposure.
A constraint for using the microenvironment based
exposure models (see equation above) is that the residence time of the person (termed the time–activity pattern) needs to be known together with the pollution
concentrations in each of the microenvironments at the
time when the person is present. In this article, however,
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by using mobile phone tracking we could get both individual time-activity pattern and real time continuous
pollution concentration along the traffic network.

Discussion
Two alternatives to an individual trajectory based system
are: (1) one may measure real-time air pollution by largescale implementation of a Wireless Sensor Network (WSN)
[79-82], in which hundreds or thousands of small personal
environmental sensors carried by the public rely on cell
phones to shuttle information to central computers where
it will be analysed, made anonymous and reflected back to
individuals, authorities and public health agencies [83]; and
(2) one may rely on stationary based, monitored pollution
data together with geo-statistical models and use GPS information [84-86] provided by smart phone applications to
track air pollution exposure of a sub-population [87-89] as
mentioned earlier in this article. Alternative (1) uses individual trajectories. One may expect that an actual measurement of the air pollution exposure by WSN would be
somewhat better than a calculated individual trajectory
based system as proposed in this article. This is a point in
favour of the WSN-based micro sensor approach. However,
the cost of equipping a population with environmental micro sensors limits this method to small-scale studies
(Table 1). Alternative (2) for an entire city would require
stationary measurements at nearly all road segments in the
city. Although this could provide high quality data, it is certainly extremely costly due to the extremely high density of
measurement stations. It scales with the size of the road
network as shown in Table 1. The cost of up-scaling a mobile phone trajectory system is only the cost of incremental
computational power. This is very low since the individual
data already exists and can be uploaded from the mobile
phone or downloaded from the mobile phone service provider. Less computational challenging studies have already
included six million phone users of a Call Detailed Records
(CDR) data base [90]. The detailed traffic trajectories need
more computational power, but the algorithms are costefficient and are likely very well suited for parallel algorithms, since each trajectory is calculated independently of
the other trajectories. Trajectory based data have many opportunities for reducing costs by building on synergies with
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commercial traffic monitoring systems. A commercial traffic monitoring system may add a health impact service that
not only optimizes commuting routes based on the time
spent from home to work, but may also propose alternative
eco-driving routes that have a positive impact on one’s personal health.
Traffic monitoring companies, including the largest
search engine companies, may want to show their social
responsibility by releasing their data for public health research in the same way as mobile phone tracking data
are released for human mobility research. In this way
the public health research could be obtained at almost
no extra cost. More realistic, we believe that traffic monitoring companies will offer new free services to calculate real time pollution exposure and health risk maps in
large cities that can be used by traffic map users with
GPS smart phones. We have developed a model to estimate traffic emissions from traffic map data. This modelling is planned to be published in another article. Based
on this approach a mobile phone tracking system has the
potential of being highly competitive economically for
population-wide traffic pollution health studies.
Trajectory based individual exposure analysis opens up
new perspectives in public health research. Instead of
analysing either the average health risk given by average
city pollution levels or analysing a limited number of citizens’ mobility, we are now in a position to analyse the
probability distribution density of individual risk for relevant diseases. Furthermore, by linking to HER and/or
PHR, the proposed approach can help to better understand the impact of environmental exposure on human
health at both individual and population levels, and
might enhance environmental public health tracking as
well [91-93]. Natural questions that arise include: Who
is most at health risk? Is it the large majority of the
population with moderate pollution exposure or a small
group of highly sensitive/vulnerable persons with unusual exposure trajectories? A natural extension of the
trajectory based individual exposure analysis is to do research on optimal regulatory, policy change and urban
planning to reduce air pollution. What are the most efficient ways to transform an existing urban environment
into a city with a low air pollution health risk?

Table 1 Comparison of alternatives to the base case proposed in this article
Case

Pollution field

Exposure

Cost at population scale

Base case in
this article

Pollution field is calculated by the aggregate
of individual GSM or GPS-based trajectories
plus emission and dispersion models.

Accumulated along individual
GSM or GPS-based trajectories.

Low cost per individual. Cost of
computational power.

Alternative 1

Measured on each individual trajectory by
people carrying environmental micro-sensors.

Accumulated along individual
GPS-based trajectories.

High cost per individual. Additional
cost per individual is roughly the
cost of a new smart phone.

Alternative 2

Stationary monitoring network plus geo-statistics
modelling.

Accumulated along GSM or
GPS-based trajectories.

Very high investment cost. Need
very high density of monitoring
stations on the road network.
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In polluted cities there are many different options for
improving air quality. One may develop trajectory based
dynamic computer simulation models where urban planning concepts are evaluated based on simulated performance with regard to cost and improved public
health. This approach is similar to dynamic petroleum
reservoir simulation by streamlines [94].
A vision for mobile phone tracking technology is to do
global studies that incorporate the global gaps in population of mobile phone users. The gaps in the network,
that is, those that do not have a mobile phone, may be
inferred directly from the trajectories from home to kindergarten, to school, to work, and scale this number of
trajectories to estimate the effect from the whole population. An advantage of this approach is that it is effortless
for citizens as the global population does not need to
adjust their activity pattern or wear any measurement
devices to participate in the study.
There are some limitations to our approach that need
to be addressed when used in real practice. First, the
proposed approach is mainly targeted at the person who
has a mobile phone. This is a limitation for those people
that do not tend to have mobile phones (e.g., children,
elderly, the poor, etc.). The biased samples are not easily
worked out with statistical methods if they are not randomly distributed, which is the case here. Second, the
risks arise first from the fact that in order to get the
individual human trajectory, the data we need is mostly
about people, where they have been, at what times, how
often. Therefore privacy and security is a major concern,
and needs to be addressed before the opportunities of
trajectory mapping can be created. Furthermore, there
are also huge issues with privacy and access to link to
HER and/or PHR. Encryption and anonymization can
provide a level of privacy [95]. In this study, anonymous
data are enough to construct individual human trajectories, pertaining to groups of people. However, to guarantee anonymity is hard in the domain to link/compare the
spatio-temporal individual trajectory based exposuredose modelling with real medical patient data. Many
studies that address privacy issues in a spatio-temporal
data mining context have already been published. In the
Geographic Privacy-Aware Knowledge Discovery and
Delivery (GeoPKDD) project, Giannotti and Pedreschi
[96] investigated the various scientific and technological
issues of mobility data, open problems, roadmap, and
concluded that the privacy issues related to the ICTs can
only be addressed through an alliance of technology,
legal regulations and social norms. In the meantime,
increasingly sophisticated privacy-preserving data mining techniques are being studied and further developed
[97]. Their aim is to achieve appropriate levels of anonymity by means of controlled transformation of data
and/or patterns – limited distortion that avoids the
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undesired side effect on privacy while preserving the
possibility of discovering useful knowledge. The project
Citisense designed a permissioning system that allows
users to configure publicly accessible time Windows of
their data [98]. Mun et al. [18] suggested a selective
sharing and hiding mechanism in PEIR that enable users
to share their location traces with people they trust, and
generates believable proxy traces for times a user does
not want their real location revealed. Furthermore, an
alternative to deal with privacy issues related to tracking
of individual trajectories is to collect a population-wide
data in the form of willing participation, as done by PEIR
[17,18] mentioned above, where only individuals that are
motivated will take part in the data collection. In this
approach, the methods to empower citizens at population level to participate in such studies may need to be
further developed.
Another limitation of using mobile phone tracking
approach to study individual exposure to traffic-related
air pollution and its public health impact assessment is
that the external data/information and models needed,
such as vehicle type identification, emission dispersion
models, emission factors and meteorology data needs
to be known together with the vehicle trajectories to
model pollution fields; individual physiological information (e.g., height, weight, inhalation rate) is needed in
each of the microenvironments at the time when the
person is present in order to estimate the accumulated
dose in the human body, etc. So this approach also suffers
from similar data problems to the more conventional dispersion models. On the other hand, such challenges may
indicate that the approach of modelling traffic-related air
pollution and its implications for public health impact
assessment through mobile phone tracking will require
broad cooperation within inter- and multidisciplinary
disciplines.

Conclusion
We conclude that there is an opportunity to calculate
traffic air pollution and its public health impact by mobile phone trajectory mapping. This approach is promising due to the following characteristics: (i) Low cost:
There is no cost from the observation part. The cost is
mainly in data power to compute mobile phone trajectories and emission dispersion modelling in real time.
Combination of low cost and standardized mobile phone
data makes it is feasible to do population-wide traffic
pollution studies. The system is suited for developing
countries that have a low fraction of mobile phones
with GPS. (ii) Near real-time: The system is based on
fully automatic calculation and real-time data. One
may obtain real-time pollution/exposure fields. This
allows identification of high vehicle density congestion
events that may contribute significantly to health risk
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(iii) Effortless citizen participation: Each trajectory reflects one individual citizen. Therefore, this system opens
up the possibility of providing information to each individual citizen. One may develop applications for automatic
web server feedback to citizens who want to get the data
of their own trajectories or want to contribute toward a
training data set of true ground GPS measurements. We
believe that using the trajectories of individual mobile
phones opens up new perspectives on urban dynamics
and public health research.
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